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The bestseller with over half a million readers that People magazine called a Ã¢â‚¬Å“live-wire

debut.Ã¢â‚¬Â•A decade ago, fourteen-year-old Suzanne Lombard, the daughter of Benjamin

LombardÃ¢â‚¬â€•then a senator, now a powerful vice president running for the

presidencyÃ¢â‚¬â€•disappeared in the most sensational missing-person case in the

nationÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s history. Still unsolved, the mystery remains a national obsession.For legendary

hacker and marine Gibson Vaughn, the case is personalÃ¢â‚¬â€•Suzanne Lombard had been like a

sister to him. On the tenth anniversary of her disappearance, the former head of Benjamin

LombardÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s security asks for GibsonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s help in a covert investigation of the case,

with new evidence in hand.Haunted by tragic memories, he jumps at the chance to uncover what

happened all those years ago. Using his military and technical prowess, he soon discovers multiple

conspiracies surrounding the Lombard familyÃ¢â‚¬â€•and he encounters powerful, ruthless political

players who will do anything to silence him and his team. With new information surfacing that could

threaten LombardÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s bid for the presidency, Gibson must stay one step ahead as he

navigates a dangerous web to get to the truth.
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I love when I find books outside of my usual genres of choice that I enjoy this much.

IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢ve found that thrillers, particularly those with a political bent, can be a little light on

character development and a little heavy on the unbelievable-and-over-the-top plots. Not at all so

with The Short Drop. The characters are well developed, complex and multi-faceted, flawed and

susceptible to injury (both emotional and physical). The story and mystery build in that wonderful

way that leaves you rooting for their success, fearing for their safety, and generally feeling as

though theyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢re real people, having real experiences. I was equally invested in the

outcome of the characters as the plot.Gritty, suspenseful and believable, I didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t

want (really couldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t!) put it down. The ending is at once unexpected and darkly

emotional. I felt like IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢d gotten a glimpse into a world I didnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t want

to have to see and couldnÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢t look away from.All of this combined with good writing

and great word usage make this a book IÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢m likely to read more than once!

Based upon the 3000+ reviews in just a month, and the rather high rating, I was definitely looking

forward to The Short Drop, so you can imagine my surprise when I found that almost the complete

first half of the novel, billed as a political thriller, was nothing but an excruciatingly slow set up for the

second half of the book. Truly, other than finding out a few bits and pieces on the backgrounds of

several of the lead characters (it's really more of a team effort than a single protagonist), the only

thing that really "happens" in the entire first half of the novel is the recounting of the kidnapping of

the current VP's daughter (who is now running for President), from 10 years earlier. Had it not been

for the many positive reviews driving me on to find out what was so great about this book, I would

definitely have stopped reading well before I got to the halfway point. While the writing was fairly

crisp, the one thing that became particularly irksome was the repetitiveness of the author's sentence

structure, which was basically, "The man did such and such." Again and again and again, and in a

row. Not the sign of of professional writer in my humble opinion, who would or should know better,

to vary the sentence structure to keep it from becoming so monotonous. That said, I did enjoy the

second half of the book which did keep moving from beginning to end, holding my interest without

my having to push myself to read it like I did for the first half of the book. This, however, then brings

me to a rather troubling criticism, and one which should not be taken lightly. Perhaps it's, as they

say, just a case of great minds thinking alike, but about a year and a half ago, I read a novel



entitled, "The Moroni Deception," the quite memorable plot of which, has managed to stay with me

this whole time (unlike a lot of formulaic thriller novels where you can barely recount the plot details

a week later from the twelve previous that you read). So, when the central plot line in The Short

Drop turned out to be the fact that a current Presidential candidate's 13 year old daughter had been

kidnapped, I merely wrote that off as a coincidence. Then soon after, when a sociopathic assassin,

on orders from who would appear to be the mysterious central villain, begins stalking the

unsuspecting protagonist with orders to kill him if he should find what he is searching for, I was like,

well that's certainly more that quite a bit coincidental also. But the near identical reveals in the finale,

which I won't give away as a spoiler, I was now almost convinced went way beyond coincidence,

and in retrospect, now seems like the majority of the very few plot lines in The Short Drop, are just

several of the twists and subplots straight out of The Moroni Deception. While these plot lines

provided the central and ultimately intriguing story in The Short Drop (the second half anyway), I

don't think that is a good thing if they were in fact "borrowed."

Just finished reading this and immediately added it to my "Favorite Authors" collection, and bought

the next book in the Gibson Vaughn series. It's about the kidnapping of a ten girl then years earlier,

and the quest to solve the mystery. Powerful and dangerous forces are determined to maintain

secrecy. Enemies become allies, and allies betray. Compelling story you won't want to put down. If

you, like me, haven't experience the story telling of Matthew FitzSimmons, do start with this first

novel.

This novel is a fast read--I took the night to "feast" on the plot and characters. Word flow and word

choices are not complex so reading is quick and comprehension settles in for a fun, and a bit scary,

ride.I tend to enjoy stories better when I can relate to and perhaps even love a character or five.

While I didn't fall in love too much, I found the strong characters intriguing. The behaviors and

thoughts are all related to the plot and the needs of the story, so it is a very tight narrative.Part of the

tension is not truly knowing which person is The Bad Guy although there are a few premonition

pieces. There are quite an assortment of bad guys and some who appear bad initially,

but...However I do love happier endings than sadder endings, and stories wherein what is sowed is

reaped. Fitzsimmons succeeds in a complex plot with complex characters and a mostly happy

ending. THAT was awesome.

As an easy choice for engaging reading, this is a cleverly-drawn plot that kept me guessing. . .but



among several options, each equally plausible. No easy endings, no Hollywood fantasies, but . . .

Gosh, this would make a terrific film! Likable protagonist, complicated past, good guy with issues --

and not the usual heavy-handed pop-psychology ones. This reads as a political thriller that catches

you by surprise and never lets go. A great one-day read. Be sure to place sustenance nearby.

This is a bit outside my normal reading genre and I have to say I really loved this book. The story is

heartbreaking, the protagonist is deeply troubled and fighting through the loss of everything in his

life.You can read through other reviews to get a sense of what happens. What those reviews can't

tell you is just how well this book is written. FitzSimmons is a teacher of literature and it shows. His

writing style makes the story flow and kept me reading at breakneck speed to the very end. I'm

looking forward to the next two books in the series.
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